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ABSTRACT
The objectives to be achieved in this study are to find out the extent of the accounting information system for collecting receivables in increasing the effectiveness of cash receipts implemented by PT. Karunia Indah Delapan Expres. The following actions were done to reach the aims of this study are: 1. perform an analysis of the accounting information system on the collection of receivables applied by PT. Karunia Indah Delapan Express, 2. Analyze the accounting information system for collection of accounts receivable to see if it can support the effectiveness of PT. Karunia Indah Delapan Expres, 3. Identify the problems and causes of problems that PT. Karunia Indah Delapan Expres is facing. From the results of the research and analysis carried out it can be concluded that: 1. The slowness of the delivery letter to return to the original branch. 2. The lack of the number of collectors / collection officers of receivables. 3. The number of account numbers in PT. Karunia Indah Delapan Expres Surabaya.
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INTRODUCTION
Accounting information systems are a very important part of an enterprise information system. In an enterprise information system, the accounting information system is a part of the information system that is more related to the word finance. Information from a company, especially financial information, is needed by various interested parties. In addition to external parties, the company's internal parties, namely management, also need financial information to find out, supervise and make decisions in carrying out company goals. To meet the information needs of external and internal parties of the company, an accounting system is prepared. The system is planned to produce useful information to produce useful information for its users. Information systems compiled for an enterprise can be processed manually, or by using a machine or computer.

The main purpose of the accounting information system is to help in terms of providing economic information of the company, which later the data is needed for many parties to carry out their duties and responsibilities. The accounting system is also a company control tool in saving the assets of PT. Karunia Indah Eight Expres is a service and manufacturing company that mostly makes sales in cash and credit. The productivity of cash sales and credit sales is very influential in
generating profits for the company. Accounts receivable are an integral part of credit sales transactions.

Puitang is the right to collect a certain amount of money from the seller to the buyer as a result of a credit sale transaction (Hendri Soemantri, 2000). The section relating to the issue of receivables is the billing section (Collection). The section is tasked with providing warnings about payment information before the due date and billing consumers. Accounts receivable that arise, if they cannot be paid or there is a possibility of the client going bankrupt or disappearing, will result in the emergence of uncollectible receivables. This is due to the fact that in this credit transaction there is a grace period before the repayment of debts on the part of the debtor and this condition of the component of uncollectible receivables is likely to affect the effectiveness of the company.

Therefore, to produce good accounting information in controlling receivables, an alternative that can be used is to implement an accounting information system for the collection of receivables. With the implementation of the right system, it will help smooth receivables collection activities and produce information that supports the effectiveness of the company.

The results of previous studies show that the company's accounts receivables accounting information system has met the criteria for an adequate accounting information system. The accounts receivables accounting information system increases the effectiveness of cash receipts (Risma Idrus, 2016). In addition, there are research results that state that the credit sales accounting information applied by the company is good but still has weaknesses in the receivables collection section (Devita Ayu Putri Metabela, 2020). This study produced a statement similar to other studies where there was an output that the accounting system for credit sales and cash receipts applied was good and there were weaknesses in internal control (Dewi Paramita Sari, 2015). Other research explains that sistem credit sales accounting information provides accurate, useful, timely information to assist management in decision making. There are several things that support the achievement of an effective accounting information system in supporting cash receipts on receivables, namely the functions involved and the documents by each section (Cecilia Hendrawan, 2011). The company has a very clear and directed SOP and is supported by competent employees so that there is never a significant error in the recording of receivables (Victorina Tirayoh, 2015). With the existence of a poor accounting information system, several credit sales procedures were found (Erica Devi Kurniasari, 2015).

With the previous research that has been carried out, researchers are interested in conducting research related to "Analysis of the Application of the Accounts Receivable Billing Accounting Information System in Increasing the Effectiveness of Cash Receipts in PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres Surabaya".
RESEARCH METHODS

Research Design

Research design according to Moh. Pabundu Tika (20015: 12) is a plan on how to collect, process, and analyze data systematically and purposefully so that research can be carried out efficiently and effectively in accordance with research objectives. In this case the researcher uses a descriptive approach. Meaning, yes, this researcher systematically uses facts or characteristics of a particular population and the data collected is in the form of numerical data, but rather from interviews, personal documents, field data, memos or notes collected by the researcher.

According to Sugiyono (2017: 9), qualitative research methods are research methods based on the philosophy of postpositivism used or interpretive, used to research on natural object conditions, where the researcher is a key instrument, data collection techniques are carried out triangulationly, the data obtained tends to be qualitative data, data analysis is inductive / qualitative and the results of qualitative research are specific to understand meaning, understand uniqueness, synchronize phenomenon, and find a hypothesis.

As explained above, this study will use a case study approach, namely regarding the application of the accounting information system for billing accounts receivable in increasing the effectiveness of PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres Surabaya. Here researchers look for facts about the role of the accounting information system in controlling company receivables. As well as will study the problems that occur, as well as the processes that take place in the field.

Research Place and Time

This research was conducted at PT. Karunia Indah Eight Expres Surabaya which is located on Jl. Arjuno No. 83, Surabaya. Meanwhile, the collection of research data starts from April to June 2022.

Data Types and Sources

1. Data type

   Based on its nature, the data used in this study is qualitative data, namely to find out or describe the reality of the events studied, making it easier for the author to obtain objective data in order to know and understand the Application of the Receivables Billing Accounting Information System at PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres Surabaya.

2. Data sources

   2.1 Data Primer

   Primary Data is the original data collected by the researcher himself to answer his research problems specifically (Sunyoto, 2011: 22). The primary data in this study is data obtained by observation and interviews directly with employees and company staff related to collection of receivables, such as the sales department, the administration department.
and other parts related to receivables collection. The primary data obtained is the details of the accounting information system for the collection of receivables in the form of a collection system or procedure and supervision of sales credits obtained through the interview process and observation of researchers at the research site.

2.2 Secondary Data

Secondary Data is data that is sourced from existing records in the company and from other sources (Sunyoto, 2011: 23). Secondary data in this study are data or documents obtained from the company such as an overview of the company's organizational structure, employee job descriptions, counter-bills, payment slips, data on recording receivables, cash in and out details documents, and evidence of transactions related to billing.

Data collection techniques

After understanding the meaning and also the process of collecting data. There are at least four data collection techniques. The following is a data collection technique according to Sugiyono (2017).

1. Observation (Observation)

Observation technique means making observations and recording systematically regarding the symptoms that appear in the object of study. This observation is classified as the easiest data collection technique to do and is usually also widely used for survey statistics, for example examining the attitudes and behavior of a community group.

With observation techniques, researchers usually jump into the location in question to decide on the right measuring instrument to use.

2. Interview

This interview technique is carried out face-to-face through question and answer between the researcher or data collector and the respondent or resource person or data source. The technique of data collection with interviews is usually carried out as a preliminary study, since this technique is impossible if the respondents are in large numbers.

3. Document

The latter data collection technique is a document in which the researcher takes the source of the research or object from a document or record of an already past event, either in the form of writing, drawings, or monumental works from a person. It can be taken from harian records, life histories, biographies, regulations, and so on.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overview of Research Objects

1. A Brief History of the Company

Pt. PT. Karunia Indah Eight Expres is a company engaged in freight forwarding services via trains and trucks, established on January 17, 2005 which is headquartered in Surabaya. Pt. Karunia Indah Eight Expres serves goods delivery services both in the form of documents, animals, motorcycles, and distribudi goods in Indonesia covering the islands of Java and Bali. Almost all of Java Island has branches of PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres to make it easier for customers to deliver goods. Where it is supported to make it easier for customers to send goods. Where with the support of skilled, reliable and professional personnel in each field. In addition, to expand the area and reach of PT. Karunia Indah Eight Expres also collaborates with several agents and expeditions in several Indonesian cities.

2. Company Vision and Mission

The vision and mission of the company is one of the things that forms the core of the business. The vision and mission must also be able to describe what the company does, how the company can help people, what the company’s goals are, and how the company can achieve these goals. The following is the vision and mission of PT. The Wonderful Gift of Eight Expres:

   Everyone : Excellent Service to Be At the Forefront, Reliable and Trusted
   Mission  : 1. Fostering an efficient and effective network (Distribution Channel).
               2. Forming professional personnel so as to create public trust.
               3. High work ethic to provide the best service.
               4. Establish relationships with customers in order to create a family.

3. Company Objectives

Two important things that are the main focus of PT. The Wonderful Gift of Eight Expres in serving customers:

1. Harmonious Trust

   Not only businesses that need each other, but mutual trust and harmonious relationships with customers are the most important things in the service of PT. The Beautiful Gift of eight Expres.

2. Working Quality

   Fast, precise and safe delivery becomes the main destination of PT. The Wonderful Gift of Eight Expres to serve customers.

3. Excellent service

   Customer satisfaction is an obligation for PT. The Wonderful Gift of Eight Expres
4. Organizational Structure

An organizational structure is a hierarchical or multilevel line that describes the components that make up a company. Where each individual or HR who is within the scope of the company has their own position and function. The following is the Organizational Structure of PT. The Wonderful Gift of eight Expres.:

![Organizational Structure of PT. KI8](Source: PT KI8 processed by the author)

Based on the picture of the organizational structure of PT KI8E above, the following is an explanation of the duties and authorities of each division:

A. Director
   1) Lead the company by making company policies.
   2) Choosing, determining, as well as supervising the work of employees.
   3) Approve the annual budget of the enterprise.

B. General Manager
   1) Lead the company and become a motivator for its employees.
   2) Plan, implement, coordinate, supervise and analyze all business activities of the enterprise.
   3) Managing the company in accordance with the company's vision and mission.
   4) Planning, managing and supervising the budgeting process in the enterprise.
   5) Plan and control company policies so that they can run optimally.
   6) Ensuring that each department carries out the company's strategy effectively and optimally.
   7) Manage the financial budget of the enterprise.
   8) Decide and make policies for the betterment of the company.
9) Planning and executing medium- and long-term corporate start-up plans for the betterment of the company.

C. HRD
1) Create a policy.
2) Take full responsibility in the process of recruitment of employees.
3) Responsible for managing and developing human resources.
4) Conduct coaching and training activities.
5) Responsible for matters related to employee absenteeism, calculation of salaries, bonuses and benefits.
6) Make an employee's employment contract and renew the validity period of the employment contract.
7) Conduct disciplinary actions on employees.

D. Head of Accounting
1) Planning and coordinating the preparation of the company's budget, as well as controlling the use of the budget to ensure the effective and efficient use of funds in supporting the company's operational activities.
2) Manage accounting functions in processing financial data and information to accurately produce the financial reports needed by the company.
3) Plan and coordinate the development of financial and accounting systems and procedures. In addition, it also controls its implementation to ensure that all financial processes and transactions run in an orderly and orderly manner.
4) Plan, coordinate, and control the company's cash flow (cash flow), especially the management of receivables and debt. Thus, this can ensure the availability of funds for the company's operations and financial condition can remain stable.

E. Head of Taxes
1) Applying tax and financial regulations to the company.
2) Calculating period tax (PPh articles 25, 23, 21, 4(2) and VAT).
3) Create tax invoices on invoices issued.
4) Calculating Corporate Income Tax
5) Making Payments for all tax transactions
6) Reporting of all tax transactions
7) Compile and recap tax reports

F. Branch Head
1) Supervise and coordinate all operational activities in the branch office.
2) Leads operational activities within branch offices.
3) Monitor all operational activities of the company (the scope of branch offices).
4) Monitor operational procedures for risk management in branch offices.

G. Chief Agent
1) Supervise and coordinate all operational activities in the agent's office.
2) Leads operational activities within the agent's office.
3) Monitor all operational activities of the company (the scope of the agent's office).
4) Monitor operational procedures for risk management in the agent's office.

H. Staff
1) Carry out and assist in the work of the head of each division.

5. Branches and Agents

In total there are 69 Branch Offices and 58 Agents of PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres spread across Java and Bali. Branches are part of the company where all costs and turnovers belong to and are the responsibility of the company. Meanwhile, the agent is a third party who cooperates with the company written in the agency agreement where the agent receives commissions as written in the agreement. Operational costs other than shipping costs will be borne by the agent himself.

Branches and Agents have the same function, which is to function as a head office assistant in the business activities of PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres. The purpose of the Branch and The Agent is to jointly optimize the business activities of PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres in order to achieve the vision and mission of PT. The Beautiful Gift of eight Expres. The activities of branches and agents are to receive consignments from customers according to their respective origins and dispatch consignments from customers according to their respective goals.

The types of earnings between branches and agents are different. The type of income received by branch employees is the salary paid by the company every month. While the Agent is not an employee of PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres, so that the type of income received by the agent is in the form of a commission consisting of the KHB commission (Control of Departing Hantaran) and the commission of KHD (Control of Hantar Dan Datang).

System and Procedure for Collection of Receivables applied by PT. The Beautiful Gift of eight Expres. The system and procedure for collecting receivables is a series that must be passed before a transaction takes place. The goal is to make it easier for PT. The Beautiful Bounty of Eight Expres conducts billing activities. In general, companies have almost the same system and procedure for collecting receivables, the difference lies only in the billing terms. The following is the procedure that forms a credit sales system at PT. The Gift of The Beautiful Expres:
Sales procedure

In this procedure, the sales admin makes an SP (Delivery Letter) as proof of delivery. Then the customer can choose 3 ways of payment for the goods he will send, namely Cash, Credit, Pay Destination. Then the chosen payment method must be with the approval of the branch head/representative agent.

If the customer chooses the cash payment method, then the payment can be completed in the future. But if the customer chooses how to pay the credit or pay the destination then the original SP will be handed over to the billing section to be billed and the customer is given a copy of the SP as proof of the delivery receipt.

Delivery Procedure

In this procedure, the warehouse function plays an important role, especially the warehouse head must ensure the match between the delivery letter that has been made by the sales admin and the goods to be sent until the goods are loaded into the train or truck along with the delivery letter. After arriving at the destination before being delivered by the driver to the recipient's address. After the goods are carried away by the driver to be sent according to the destination, the driver is fully responsible for the goods, including having to carefully do the payment method that has been stated in the delivery letter.

If you pay in cash, the driver can directly hand over the goods to the recipient. If you pay the destination, the driver must ask the recipient for the delivery fee according to the nominal on the delivery letter. If the credit after the delivery letter is signed by the recipient, the driver must submit it to the billing department to be billed. Credit sales system documents at PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres:
Management of Corporate Receivables

Receivables Procedure

Receivables procedure on PT. Karunia Indah Eight Expres starts from the customer making a delivery transaction by choosing payment on credit then by the sales admin gives to the branch head / agent to inform if the customer pays on credit, because not all customers can make payment methods on credit.

After obtaining approval from the branch head / sales admin agent make a delivery letter and send it along with the goods to the destination. After the delivery letter that has been signed by the recipient and the road letter has returned from the destination city, the delivery admin glances at the billing division. The task of the billing admin is to make receipts and a list of bills according to the shipping letter and provide it to the collector to be billed immediately. Furthermore, if it has been paid off, the collector immediately gives a list of bills along with money to the cash admin to be paid off immediately.

Credit policy

Credit policy applied to PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres for payment on credit 30 days / net 30. This means the customer pays no later than 30 days after the transaction process. For payment Pay Destination 7 days / 1 week from the occurrence of the transaction. This policy aims to avoid excessive accumulation of receivables and to increase the turnover of sales. This policy has already increased the company's turnover but also increased receivables. For this reason, it is necessary to observe and analyze the credit policy and receivables management applied by the company.

The procedure for recording receivables

In managing the receivables of PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres has explained the procedures for recording receivables as follows:

a. The SP list by way of paying credit is handed over from the sales admin to the billing to be billed.

b. The billing section selects and groups sp according to the customer's name and then a receipt is made for each customer's name that has the bill.

c. Before being handed over to the collector, the billing admin records how much the nominal difference is after completion of billing.
3.1 Receivables Collection Procedure

The procedure for collecting receivables that has been running at PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres through collectors or collection officers who directly come to the customer's place to collect, namely:

a. The billing section groups by customer name and divides by billing area.
b. The billing section creates receipts for each billing area.
c. Submit a list of receipts to the collector
d. After being billed, the collector submits to the cash admin a list of receipts along with the results of the bills can be in the form of cash, BG / checks.
e. Examines the compatibility of collector billing results with a list of receipts from billing admins.

The following is a documentation of receipts used in the process of collecting receivables:

Figure 3. Receipt of Receivables Collection Process (Source: PT. KI8)
Receivables repayment process

The process of repayment of receivables that has been running at PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres with two methods, namely in cash or BG / check.

A. Repayment of receivables by cash :
   1) The billing section deposits to the large cash admin section.
   2) Large cash admins match receipt data from the receivables section.
   3) Input through the computer by the way
   4) Enter the kispol program
   5) Then go to the transaction menu
   6) Enter the menu of repayment of the receipt of the delivery letter
   7) Enter the receipt number of the delivery letter
   8) Input the number of the paid delivery letter
   9) After the data and nominal are matched then save

The following is a documentation of the process of repaying receivables in cash:

![Process of Collecting Receivables by Cash (Source: PT. KI8)](image)

**Figure 4.** Process of Collecting Receivables by Cash (Source: PT. KI8)

Repayment of receivables by means of BG / check.

a. Cash Admin Fill in the form of the bank in question.

b. Then the Cash Admin Deposits to the teler section.
c. Then the Cash Admin checks the current account.

d. If it is appropriate and the money has come in.

e. The Cash Admin inputs on the computer in the same way as billing on a cash bill basis.

Based on the results of observations, interviews and documents, it is known that most of the activities of shipping goods at PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres is carried out on credit and the goal is to obtain customer satisfaction and achieve maximum profit. As a consequence of the system of selling on credit to consumers, PT. The Wonderful Gift of Eight Expres organizes receivables from the sale of credit through the mechanism of an accounting information system.

In its application, the accounting information system at PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres has been running appropriately, thus helping the smooth collection of receivables collection activities and producing accounting information that supports the effectiveness of cash receipts. This is as stated by Sri Dewi Anggadini and Ely Suhayati (2009: 3) that accounting has the purpose of presenting economic information from an economic unit or company, and the function of accounting is to calculate the profit achieved by the company.

![Figure 5. Sales Section Flow Chart (Source: PT. KI8)](image-url)
Figure 6. FlowChart of Receivables Collection Process (Source: PT. KI8)

Figure 7. Receivables Collection Process (Source: PT. KI8)
Data Analysis

To support this research, in the process of data analysis used in this study, namely triangulation. Triangulation aims to simplify data into a younger form in read and often uses qualitative as a tool.

Here are the results of the interview with the Triangulation method:

Whether Collection of Receivables Can Increase the Effectiveness of Pad a Cash in a PT. The Beautiful Gift of the Eight Expres and what are the obstacles?

A. Branch Head Section (Mrs. Jenny Soetanto):

Collection of receivables is already carried out in accordance with the procedure prescribed by the management of the company. Collection of receivables by means of direct billing to the customer is the most effective way to reduce uncollectible receivables thus that the cash balance increases.

The problem is the length of time the delivery letter is to return to the original branch.

B. Billing Section (Mega Mom)

Collection of receivables can reduce the amount of uncollectible receivables to a minimum, with the collection carried out after the procedures prescribed by the company. So that it will minimize the existence of uncollectible receivables and facilitate cash flow in the company.

The problem is the lack of collectors there are only 2 people. If there is a complain item, the bill is shortened. There are too many accounts, which makes billing and customers confused to make payments via transfer.

C. Big Cash Section (Mrs. Dila)

Collection of Receivables is quite effective on cash, because it adds income for the company's operations.

The problem is that too many accounts are caused by customers who want to make transfer payments confused. There are still customers buying payment time.

Interview Data Analysis

Receivables collection activities are a natural thing to be carried out by the company to increase income and make the cash situation normal, especially for PT Karunia Indah Eight Express Surabaya. However, to achieve all that requires handling that involves many people such as collectors, admins, and also other parts related to finance, especially receivables. The results of the interview with the staff of PT Karunia Indah Eight Express Surabaya are as follows:

a. According to Jenny's mother as the head of the Surabaya Arjuna Branch Warehouse at PT Karunia Indah Eight Express Surabaya, collection of receivables has been carried out directly to the customer so that it can increase the cash balance at the company.
However, due to the length of the delivery letter to return to the original branch, it resulted in the company's cashflow being delayed or not directly in the sense that the process of normalizing the company's cash balance was a little late.

b. According to Mrs. Mega in the collection section, the collection of receivables has been carried out in accordance with the procedures in force at PT Karunia Indah Eight Express Surabaya. This is done in order to minimize / reduce the amount of uncollectible receivables. Due to the large number of existing receivables while the number of collectors is only 2 (two) people, this makes the receivables bill shorted in the payment process. In addition, the large number of customer billing accounts makes it difficult for admins and customers to process payments via transfer. These two things are obstacles that require special attention to be considered in policy/decision making by management.

c. According to Ibu dila, the collection of receivables has been quite effective in cash in increasing income for the company's operations. The obstacle conveyed by Hapir is the same as that conveyed by the mega mother from the billing department, namely too many accounts that make customers confused in making payments via transfer so that sometimes it becomes a basis for customers to buy payment time.

From the results of the interview above, researchers can make an opinion / conclusion that the receivables collection activities carried out effectively by PT Karunia Indah Eight Express Surabaya and have been carried out according to the procedures that have been set by the company. However, there are several obstacles experienced by PT Karunia Indah Eight Express Surabaya, namely:

1. The slowness of the delivery letter to return to the original branch. Considering that PT Karunia Indah Eight Express has several capangs that operate precisely 69 branches spread throughout Java Island.

2. The lack of collectors / collection officers for receivables, so that in the course of the course there is a slight delay because these 2 (two) officers also perform services to customer complaints which makes the collection process shortened and prioritizes customer complaint services. Service is the main thing in establishing relationships with customers so that the company needs to provide BEST SATISFYING SERVICE to every customer so as not to lose loyal customers.

3. The number of PT Karunia Indah Eight Express account numbers given to customers makes customers confused in making the payment process via transfer.
Data Source Triangulation

Triangulation of data sources is to explore the truth of certain information by using various data sources such as documents, archives, interview results, observation results or also by interviewing more than one subject who is considered to have different points of view.

In this study, some truth information was obtained related to the obstacles experienced by PT Karunia Indah Eight Express, namely:

a. Proof/receipt of billing to the customer

![Billing Receipt](Figure 8. Billing Receipt (Source: PT. KI8))

b. Receivables collection collector officer 2 (two) people

Mr. Joko and Mr. Sodikin

c. Company Account Number in receivables payment via transfer

BCA 4640199399 PT. THE BEAUTIFUL GIFT OF EIGHT EXPER

BCA 4640801188 PT. THE BEAUTIFUL GIFT OF EIGHT EXPER

BCA 4640449999 PT. THE BEAUTIFUL GIFT OF EIGHT EXPER

In essence, researchers have made an eye on all the data needed, all of which are true and applicable at PT Karunia Indah Eight Express. From the obstacles experienced by PT Karunia Indah Eight Express above, researchers provide advice / input to the management, including:

a. Improve communication and coordination between the branches concerned. And an online application is provided that is integrated with all branches so that it displays notifications / notifications on every transaction related to the relevant branch

b. Add personnel or carry out a detailed division of work within each branch. In this case, there are already 2 people specifically doing billing and no one who does customer complaint service. So the option suggested by the researcher is to add
special personnel for customer complaint service or 2 people are separated, 1 person does billing and 1 more person does complain customer service

c. Provide 1 special account number for receivables payment in the name of PT Karunia Indah Eight Express. So that customers who make receivable payments via transfer are not confused.

Analysis of Organization, Duties and Authorities

Based on the organizational structure, duties and authorities in pt. Karunia Indah Eight Expres is a functional organizational structure where the company divides employees based on the duties and responsibilities of each part. Internal control over the organizational structure, duties and responsibilities of each section has been clearly spelled out and written. The results of the analysis carried out on the company's organizational structure show that there are several advantages and organizational structures in PT. The Beautiful Gifts of the Eight Expres include:

1. Separate sales function with accounting function
On PT. Karunia Indah Eight Expres sales are carried out under the leadership of the branch head, responsible for receivables and operations in each representative branch. And the accounting function of making financial statements is also in charge of controlling branch receivables if there is a large nominal so that there can be recording fraud because the functions are supervising each other.

2. Separate billing functionality with cash admin
On PT. Beautiful Gifts Eight Expres billing admins are separated from receivables repayment payment admins. Receipts are made by the bill admin to be handed over to the collector while the payment of receivables from customers and from collectors is left to the large cash admin to be repaid. This is to avoid the possibility of cheating because the two functions can supervise each other.

3. There is a head on each function
On the organizational structure that exists in PT. The Beautiful Gift of the Eight Expres there is a head who leads each of the sections or functions. This is good because the head can control what activities or work are carried out by the employees under him. As for the chief of operations who controls the extent of the performance of the branch head and is responsible for assisting if the branch head has difficulties if there are obstacles of the chief of operations who acts on the problem.

In addition to the advantages above, the author also found several shortcomings that need to be considered in the organizational structure of the company, including:

1. In the organizational structure there is a head of marketing who is attached to the implementation of the position is vacant. According to the information when the
research conducted the interview, it was filled but after the contract expired, no one filled in as the head of marketing. So for marketing is devolved entirely to the head of the branch of each representative.

2. No head of finance, Duties and responsibilities of finance: Ensuring everything related to finance runs according to procedures and can be accounted for. Because so far what has happened to PT. The Wonderful Gift of Eight Expres all those related to finance must be with the approval of the direct general manager. Where the task of the head of finance should be to plan, coordinate and control the company's cash flow, especially the management of receivables and debts.

Analysis of Credit Sales System and Procedures

In giving approval for the provision of credit in PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres the management gives full authority to each representative of the branch head. In determining the purchase of credit, usually the head does not check whether the customer has an unpaid debt, often the bill party notifies if there are some bills that are delayed in payment without confirmation to the head representative first.

Researchers also found that there were deficiencies in the credit sales process about the preliminary agreement between the two parties that the customer had to enter into with the company, which was supposed to create a contract between the company and the customer. So far, what runs in the crediting process is only based on trust between the branch head and the customer. If in the future there is a problem with the receivables, it is entirely the responsibility of the branch head.

With this in mind, the author proposes that before the credit sales transaction occurs, new customers should make an MOU or Memorandum of Understanding is a legal document where the content of the document explains the agreement between the two parties, to prevent the possibility of one of the parties being damaged in the future.

The procedure for shipping goods

The procedures that pt. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres at this time is good, but in the research process found that in the receipt of goods there is no process of checking the contents of the goods if they have been neatly packed by the sender. By paying attention to this, the researcher proposed that before making a delivery letter by the admin, it is better for the goods to be checked first by the warehouse.

Effectiveness of Cash Receipts at PT. The Wonderful Gift of Eight Expres

Based on the results of the research described earlier, it is determined that with the implementation of an adequate accounting information system in the process of collecting receivables, it supports the effectiveness of cash receipts at PT. The Beautiful Gift of eight Expres.
This can be seen from the indicator of the effectiveness of cash receipts at PT. The Beautiful Gift of the Eight Expres as described below.

Table 2. Data on Accounts Receivable and Cash Receipts of PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres in 2019 – 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Accounts Receivable</th>
<th>Cash Receipts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>IDR 1,561,482,244</td>
<td>IDR 1,942,727,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>IDR 1,027,374,300</td>
<td>IDR 3,155,420,143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>IDR 1,976,656,684</td>
<td>IDR 7,722,881,125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: KI8

From the table, the accounting information system of PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres has been achieved, this can be proven by the achievement of the target of cash receipts from the optimal collection of receivables both sourced from current receivables, non-current receivables, and uncollectible receivables. The target of achieving cash receipts at PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres in the period from 2019 to 2021 as seen from the table every year cash receipts continue to increase at PT. The Beautiful Gift of eight Expres.

Management of receivables on cash receipts at PT. The Beautiful Gift of Eight Expres has been implemented well, but in its implementation there are still obstacles during the process of collecting receivables including:

1. The length of return of the delivery letter to the original branch also causes receivables not to be collected quickly.
2. The absence of a written payment limit provision is only verbally from the company, resulting in customers making payments not according to time.
3. If there are damaged goods and so on, the customer will delay and not pay the debt so that it can trigger a buildup of receivables.

There are only 2 collectors to collect receivables to customers. Here the billing admin must be able to divide the bill according to location so that the bill does not accumulate more.

CONCLUSION

From the discussion that has been discussed, the author gives the following conclusions.

The slowness of the delivery letter to return to the original branch. Considering that PT Karunia Indah Eight Express has several capang that operate precisely 69 branches spread throughout the islands of Java, Bali, and Madura. The lack of collectors / collection officers for receivables, so that in the course of the course there is a slight delay because these 2 (two) officers also perform services to customer complaints which makes the collection process shortened and prioritizes...
customer complaint services. Service is the main thing in establishing relationships with customers so that the company needs to provide BEST SATISFYING SERVICE to every customer so as not to lose loyal customers. The number of PT Karunia Indah Eight Express account numbers given to customers makes customers confused in making the payment process via transfer.
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